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Introduction
Earth observation capabilities would improve if satellites operated in VLEO, as opti-
cal imaging systems could obtain higher spatial resolutions and radar systems could 
achieve higher signal-to-noise ratios, among other benefits [1]. However, long-lifetime 
satellite missions in VLEO are currently unfeasible, and air-breathing electric propulsion 
(ABEP) would be the enabling technology for such missions [2]. At low altitudes, the 
thicker atmosphere increases the drag on the satellite and significantly accelerates the 
orbit decay, so a propulsion system is needed to compensate for the drag. However, for 
an altitude less than 250 km, the additional propellant and larger power system needed 
to sustain a multi-year mission would further increase the size of the spacecraft. This 
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in turn, would increase the drag, thereby creating a cycle that increases the amount of 
required propellant and the size of the power system; this cycle makes long-lifetime sat-
ellite missions in VLEO unfeasible [2]. ABEP would provide a solution by collecting the 
oncoming air and using the air as propellant in an electric propulsion device. This paper 
mainly considers electrostatic electric propulsion, in which propellant is accelerated to 
high velocities by an electric field [3].

The study of ABEP can be separated into three areas: the design of an intake that can 
efficiently collect air, the determination of whether thrusters can produce enough thrust 
for drag compensation while operating with an air mixture, and the analysis of the life-
time of the ABEP system. It is important to note that the surface properties of the ABEP 
system play a big role in the feasibility of ABEP, as the reflective properties of the intake 
surface directly influences the intake efficiency and plasma-surface interactions drive the 
surface erosion in thrusters [4]. This study relates to the latter two areas of ABEP by 
developing a composition model of a 1 kW gridded ion thruster that uses an inductively 
coupled plasma generator in the High-Power Electric Propulsion Lab (HPEPL) at Geor-
gia Tech, and the analysis is restricted to altitudes between 80 and 150 km. Although 
ABEP has mostly been investigated for altitudes between 200 and 250 km, Earth obser-
vation capabilities improve at lower altitudes [1]; consequently, it is important to con-
tinue research at lower VLEO altitudes, even though operating at lower altitudes will 
require more input power to the thruster, as seen in Fig. 1. A key component of achiev-
ing ABEP at lower altitudes is overcoming the challenges that come with operating in a 
thicker atmosphere in addition to the larger drag; below 150 km, torques from aerody-
namic forces make it difficult for attitude and orbit control systems to maintain a satel-
lite at a steady altitude, and 80 km is where a satellite disintegrates during its re-entry 
phase. These additional challenges are, however, out of the scope of this article.

Fig. 1 Jet power required to compensate for drag in Fig. 2 at different mass flow rates through the thruster
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The suitability for ABEP of several types of thrusters has been studied. JAXA’s air-
breathing ion engine (ABIE) feeds the intake flow directly into the discharge chamber, 
ionizes the air with an Electron Cyclotron Resonance source, and accelerates the ions 
through grids [5]. Although the ABIE has not been tested on an N2/O2 mixture, from 
experiments using atomic oxygen and N2 beams to simulate the VLEO environment, 
the ABIE was estimated to have produced 0.13 mN of thrust using 60 W of microwave 
power [6]. ESA’s RAM-EP device achieves the required thruster inlet pressure by stag-
nating the flow in the collector and uses a radiofrequency ion thruster (RIT) to provide 
the required thrust [7]. Experiments with an air mixture representative of 200 km using 
a RIT-10 EBBM have achieved thrusts between 2.25 and 7.25 mN with a total power 
between 180 and 520 W. Furthermore, the results suggest that the erosion-limited life-
time of the thruster could be over a year [8]. Several Hall thrusters have been tested with 
air mixtures [9, 10]. Hall thruster simulations suggest the feasibility of 20 mN of thrust at 
1 kW of power at 250 km [11], while experiments of an ABEP system using a two-stage 
Hall thruster and operating on the gathered flow of a pure N2/O2 mixture demonstrated 
around 6 mN of thrust at 1100 W of total power [9]. Electrodeless thrusters are a prom-
ising technology for ABEP because they inherently avoid concerns of electrode erosion. 
Although experiments with a radiofrequency plasma thruster have measured that the 
resultant thrust was entirely due to cold gas thrust, such that RF power added no thrust 
[10], the Institute of Space Systems of the University of Stuttgart has been developing an 
air-breathing RF helicon-based inductive plasma thruster [12]. Previous ABEP work has 
successfully determined the performance of electric propulsion devices on N2/O2 mix-
tures, but to increase the performance of these devices, it is necessary to improve the 
understanding of the ionization and acceleration of N2/O2 mixtures.

Fig. 2 Drag versus altitude for a reference satellite with a 1  m2 cross‑section and a drag coefficient of 2
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While models have been presented for analysis of air-breathing Hall thrusters [11, 
13], a model has not been presented for an air-breathing RIT. The main benefits of 
a RIT are the electrodeless discharge chamber and the well-understood acceleration 
grids. However, grid erosion with an air mixture needs to be characterized to deter-
mine the suitability of a RIT for ABEP. Two different 0-D models of a RIT operating 
on monatomic propellants have been presented by Goebel [14] and Chabert et  al. 
[15]. Goebel assumes ambipolar diffusion across the axial magnetic field but does 
not calculate the magnetic field strength nor the power absorbed by the plasma. In 
contrast, Chabert presents a model of a cylindrical inductively coupled plasma (ICP) 
that can be used to calculate the magnetic field strength and the power absorbed 
by the plasma, but Chabert’s 0-D model does not include the effect of the magnetic 
field strength.

The goal of this study was to develop a composition model of an air-breathing RIT 
to analyze the suitability for ABEP of a RIT that uses the ICP generator at HPEPL; 
in this study, the suitability of the thruster at a given altitude is quantified by the 
percent of drag on a satellite with a 1  m2 frontal area and drag coefficient of 2 that is 
compensated by a 1 kW RIT. The composition model in this paper combines the 0-D 
discharge chamber model of Goebel and the 0-D ICP model of Chabert and general-
izes the combined model for a plasma of an N2/O2 mixture. Analytical model section 
presents the air-breathing RIT model by formulating the necessary equations for ion 
conservation, neutral particle conservation, and energy conservation. In Verifica-
tion of model section, the model is validated against experimental data from [8] of a 
RIT-10 operating on an N2/O2 mixture and on just N2 or O2 . The model agrees well 
with experimental data at low mass flow rates and follows the general trends seen in 
the data. The power of the model is demonstrated in Results and discussion section, 
where the predicted performance and discharge plasma composition are presented 
for an air-breathing RIT that uses the ICP generator from HPEPL. The relevance 
of the results regarding thruster efficiency and system-level drag compensation are 
discussed.

Analytical model
A 0-D model of a cylindrical inductively coupled plasma is developed for a 13-species 
model of an air plasma. The 13 species considered are e− , N2 , N+

2  , N++
2  , N , N+ , N++ , 

O2 , O+
2  , O++

2  , O , O+ , and O++.  Atmospheric model section presents the atmospheric 
model used to calculate the composition at the intake. In Collision rates section, the 
types of collisions used in the model are introduced, and the ion and neutral produc-
tion rates are formulated.  Ion conservation, Neutral particle conservation, and Energy 
conservation sections establish the equations used for ion conservation, neutral particle 
conservation, and energy conservation, respectively. The terms used in the conservation 
equations are shown in the schematic of the discharge chamber in Fig. 3. Model of ICP 
section summarizes Chabert’s ICP model, and the performance model in Performance 
model section  presents how the model of the discharge chamber is used to calculate 
the thrust and thruster input power. Model implementation section then discusses how 
the presented model is used to calculate the plasma parameters and how the model was 
implemented in this study.
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The 0-D model of the steady-state discharge is adapted for an arbitrary plasma mixture 
from Goebel, using the ICP model of Chabert. The model assumes that all the discharge 
chamber walls are floating and that the wall temperature is 500 K. For a plasma mixture, 
there is no closed-form solution for the plasma properties, so, for the species considered, 
a system of 15 equations is developed for the steady-state solution of the plasma proper-
ties. The plasma properties are the densities of the 13 species, the electron temperature, 
and the floating sheath potential. There are 13 equations between ion conservation, neu-
tral particle conservation, and quasi-neutrality, while energy conservation and ambipo-
larity are also maintained. The necessary total power can be solved for at a given thrust 
requirement and beam voltage. It is important to note that while being a key component 
of the feasibility of ABEP, the neutralizer cathode is not included in the analysis in this 
study. In fact, cathode operation on an N2/O2 mixture is an active area of research as 
oxygen significantly reduces the lifetime of thermionic cathodes, so the feasibility of field 
emission cathodes and of microwave cathodes is being explored [16].

While the air intake is not analyzed in this paper, Diamant [17] has suggested that an 
air-breathing Hall thruster requires that the intake flow be stagnated. While Diamant’s 
study focused on a Hall thruster, the same conclusion applies to a RIT since a higher 
pressure would increase the ionization rates in the discharge chamber, and a lower neu-
tral velocity would decrease the neutral flux through the grids. ESA’s proposed RAM-EP 
system, which uses a RIT, stagnates the flow. Singh [16] suggests that in the collection 
process, the atomic oxygen recombines into O2 . As a result, in this model, it is assumed 
that the intake flow is stagnated and that all the oxygen that enters the discharge cham-
ber is O2.

Fig. 3 Schematic of particle fluxes and source terms in the 0‑D model. Qs,i , Qa,i, and Qw ,i refer to the ion flux 
to the screen grid, back wall, and radial wall, respectively. Is,e , Ia,e, and Iw ,e refer to the electron current to the 
screen grid, back wall, and radial wall, respectively. Qp and Qn are the production rates of ions and neutrals, 
respectively. Ib is the beam current, and Qin,n and Qout ,n are the particle fluxes of neutrals at the inlet and 
through the grids, respectively
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Atmospheric model

The NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model [18] is used to calculate the densities of N2 , O2 , 
and O as a function of altitude and solar activity. The altitude range considered is 80 to 
150 km, and the solar activities considered are low, moderate, and high, where the refer-
ence values of the daily F10.7 and the average F10.7 for each level of solar activity are 
taken from [19].

The intake is not analyzed in this article, so instead of calculating the mass flow rate 
at the intake using the intake area, the mass flow rate at the intake outlet is an input 
of the model. The performance of the thruster at various altitudes at a given mass flow 
rate is then dependent on how the mole fractions of N2 , O2 , and O change with altitude. 
More specifically, the intake mass flow rate and the mole fractions of N2 , O2 , and O at 
an altitude will dictate the neutral fluxes of each species at the thruster inlet. Assuming 
the recombination of atomic oxygen in the collection process, the mole fractions of N2 
and O2 at the thruster inlet are shown as a function of altitude in Fig. 4. The atmospheric 
density, which is proportional to the intake mass flow rate, is shown as a function of alti-
tude at different levels of solar activity in Fig. 10.

Collision rates

The types of collisions rates considered are the following: electron impact ionization rates 
of neutrals and singly-charged ions, electron impact excitation rates of neutrals, neutral-
neutral and ion-neutral recombination rates, and electron-neutral and electron-ion elas-
tic momentum-transfer collision rates. The dominant electron-ion recombination event 
in an air plasma is dissociative recombination [20]; however, at the electron temperatures 
and low ionization fractions delivered by the model, the contribution of the dissociative 
recombination rates from [20] to the net production rates is negligible compared to that 

Fig. 4 Mole fractions at the thruster inlet as a function of altitude with varying level of solar activity
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of electron impact dissociation rates used in this article. As a result, the reverse processes 
of the electron impact collisions can be neglected. Similarly, for the choice of ion-neutral 
temperature in this model, it is assumed that the neutral-neutral and ion-neutral dissocia-
tion reactions are negligible. It was found that, at the intake mass flow rates considered in 
this model and at the electron temperatures delivered by the model, the neutral-neutral 
and ion-neutral reaction rates from [20] were negligible compared to the electron impact 
rates. It is also assumed that at the range of electron temperature considered in this model, 
losses due to vibrational and rotational excitation are negligible compared to losses from 
electronic excitation. From Itikawa [21, 22], the dominant rotational excitations of N2 and 
O2 have excitation energies of 1.48× 10−3 eV and 1.78× 10−3 eV, respectively, while the 
vibrational energy levels of N2 and O2 are separated by 0.289 eV and 0.214 eV, respectively; 
Itikawa also shows that the electron impact cross-section for rotational and vibrational 
excitation of N2 and O2 are of the same order of magnitude as their respective ionization 
and excitation cross-sections, justifying the aforementioned assumption. Charge exchange 
collisions in the discharge chamber are also neglected. The collisional processes considered 
and the references for the associated cross-section data are shown in Table 1. Unless other-
wise noted, the threshold energy for a particular electron impact collision is taken from the 
same source that contains the cross-sections.

Table 1 Electron impact collisions considered and references used for collision cross‑section

a Collision cross‑section data is taken from [30], and threshold energies of different dissociation channels are taken from [33]

Collision Type Reaction Reference

Ionization N2 + e− → N+
2
+ 2e− [21]

Ionization O2 + e− → O+
2
+ 2e− [23]

Ionization N + e− → N+ + 2e− [24]

Ionization O + e− → O+ + 2e− [25]

Ionization N+ + e− → N++ + 2e− [26]

Ionization O+ + e− → O++ + 2e− [27]

Ionization and Dissociation N2 + e− → N+ + N + 2e− [21]

Ionization and Dissociation O2 + e− → O+ + O + 2e− [23]

Ionization N+
2
+ e− → N++

2
+ 2e− [28]

Ionization O+
2
+ e− → O++

2
+ 2e− [29]

Ionization and Dissociation N+
2
+ e− → N+ + N+ + 2e− [28]

Ionization and Dissociation O+
2
+ e− → O+ + O+ + 2e− [29]

Electronic Excitation N2 + e− → N∗
2
+ e− [21]

Electronic Excitation O2 + e− → O∗
2
+ e− [30]

Electronic Excitation N + e− → N∗ + e− [31]

Electronic Excitation O + e− → O∗ + e− [25]

Dissociation N2 + e− → 2N + e− [32]

Dissociation O2 + e− → 2O + e− [30, 33]a

Dissociation N+
2
+ e− → N+ + N + e− [28]

Dissociation O+
2
+ e− → O+ + O + e− [29]

Electron‑N2 elastic momentum transfer – [21]

Electron‑O2 elastic momentum transfer – [22]

Electron‑N elastic momentum transfer – [34]

Electron‑O elastic momentum transfer – [29]
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For the electron-neutral elastic collision rates and all the inelastic electron impact rates, 
the collision cross-section data were found as a function of electron energy in [21–32, 34], 
and the collision rates were calculated by numerically evaluating

where x represents the collision type, p represents the product, and f (ve) is the Max-
well-Boltzmann speed distribution of the electrons at a specified electron temperature. 
The accuracy of the numerical integration of Eq. 1 is dependent on the tail of the col-
lision cross-section data; while most collision cross-section data cover the range up to 
200 eV, 11 out of 106 datasets only went up to 50 eV, and one only went up to 40 eV. 
However, over the range of mass flow rates considered, the electron temperature output-
ted by the model did not exceed 15 eV, which, combined with the fact that all the smaller 
datasets had low-energy tails, suggests that the numerical error when calculating Eq. 1 is 
negligible. It should be noted that this could be a source of error over a greater range of 
mass flow rates that results in higher electron temperatures. An example of the numeri-
cal integration is shown in Fig. 5.

Because there is no localized electron source in an ICP and because of the heating 
mechanism in an ICP, 0-D models are appropriate for RIT’s [14]. Assuming uniform 
density distributions and no temperature gradients in the discharge chamber, the 
electron impact rate in the discharge chamber for the j th collision channel is

(1)K
xp
ej =

∞

0

σ
xp
j

1

2
mev

2
e vef (ve)dve

(2)Q
xp
ej = VnenjK

xp
ej

Fig. 5 Collision rate of electron impact ionization of N2 used in model and presented by Vojnovic et al. [35]
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where nj is the source particle density. The net production rate of the j th ion species is 
then

where the first term represents summation over all the ionization channels that result 
in the j th ion, and the second term represents summation over all the electron impact 
channels with the j th ion as the source. Similarly, the net production rate from collisions 
of the  kth neutral species is

where the first term represents summation over all the electron impact dissociation 
channels that results in the  kth neutral, and the second term represents summation over 
all the electron impact channels with the  kth neutral as the source.

The total electron elastic momentum-transfer collision frequency is defined as

where the first term represents the total electron-ion momentum-transfer collision 
frequency, and the second term represents the total electron-neutral momentum-trans-
fer collision frequency. Differential cross-sections for the inelastic collisions considered 
in this model are not well reported. However, from [36], the total momentum-transfer 
cross-section of N2 is well approximated by just the elastic momentum transfer, so for 
the model, the inelastic momentum transfer of all molecules is neglected. The electron-
ion elastic collisions are defined using the coulomb cross section [37], such that the elec-
tron-ion elastic momentum-transfer collision rate for a specific ion species is

where the Coulomb logarithm for a given ion species is given by

Ion conservation

For ion conservation of a given ion species and assuming that there is no net accumulation 
of ions in the plasma, the corresponding ion loss and ion production rates need to be equal, 
such that

(3)Qp,j =
∑

k

Q
Ij
ek −

∑

m

Q
xm
eij

(4)Qn,k =
∑

j

Q
Dk
ej −

∑

m

Qxm
enk

(5)υm =
∑

j

ni,jK
el
eij

+
∑

k

nn,kK
el
enk

(6)Kel
eij

=
4

3

(

eqj

4πε0

)2
√
2π

m
1/2
e (kBTe)

3/2
ln�j

(7)ln�j = ln

(

12π(ε0kBTe)
3/2

n
1/2
e e2qj

)

.

(8)Qi,j = Qp,j
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where Qp,j is taken from Eq. 3. In addition to producing the ion beam, ions are assumed to 
neutralize at the radial wall, screen, and back wall. The ion loss rate is thus equal to the sum 
of ion loss at the radial wall, screen, and back wall and the beam ion flux, such that

The ions leave the plasma in the axial direction with the Bohm flux density given by

where hL = 0.5 is the planar edge-to-center density ratio assuming that the mean 
free path of ion-neutral collisions is significantly larger than the length of the discharge 
chamber [38]. For a specific ion species, the Bohm velocity is given by

The ion losses at the screen and back wall and in the beam are then given by

The proposed thruster does not yet have designed acceleration grids, so space-charge 
limited current is not calculated in this model. As a result, the Bohm flux density is used 
in calculating the ion flux in the beam, and the beam current is calculated by

The ion loss at the radial wall in the presence of the axial magnetic field is calculated 
assuming ambipolar diffusion across the magnetic field [14]. The ion loss at the radial 
wall is then given by

where hR = 0.4 is the radial edge-to-center density ratio assuming that the mean 
free path of ion-neutral collisions is significantly larger than the radius of the discharge 
chamber [38]. The derivation of the ion confinement factor for the different ion species 
is outlined in the Appendix. This derivation is a key component for extending previous 
0-D RIT models [14] for propellent mixtures or molecular propellants.

Charge neutrality is assumed, such that

(9)Qi,j = Qs,j + Qa,j + Qw,j + Qb,j

(10)JB,j = hLni,jvB,j

(11)vB,j =

√

kBTeqj

mi,je
.

(12)Qs,j = JB,jAg (1− Tg )

(13)Qa,j = JB,jAa

(14)Qb,j = JB,jAgTg .

(15)Ib =
∑

j

qjQb,j .

(16)Qw,j = hRni,jvB,j fc,jAw

(17)ene =
∑

j

qjni,j .
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Neutral particle conservation

For neutral particle conservation of each species in the discharge chamber, the sum of 
particle flux in and the net neutral production is equated to the particle flux out, such 
that

The particle flux into the discharge chamber is related to the particle flux into the col-
lector, given by

where the neutral mole fractions at the collector inlet are obtained as a function of alti-
tude using the atmosphere model described in Atmospheric model section. Assuming 
that no air is stored by the collector, Qin,N2 = Q0,N2 , and assuming that the atomic oxygen 
recombines in the collector, Qin,O2 = Q0,O2 + 1

2Q0,O . For all other species, Qin,k = 0 . The 
net neutral production is adapted from the formulation in [15]; since ions are neutralized 
at the discharge chamber walls, the net neutral production is then the sum of the net neu-
tral production rate from collisions between particles and the ion loss rate at the discharge 
chamber walls, such that

where Qn,k is defined as in Eq. 4, and the summation is over all ionized forms of the 
neutral species. The particle flux out of the discharge chamber is given by kinetic theory, 
such that

Energy conservation

For energy conservation, the power lost by the plasma is equated to the power absorbed by 
the plasma, such that

The power lost by the plasma is adapted from the formulation used by [14]. For a mixture 
and assuming that all the surfaces float, the power lost by the plasma is given by

where the first term represents the electron energy loss from all inelastic collisions, and 
the second term represents the summation over all ion species for the ion and electron 
energy loss across the floating sheath potential at the discharge chamber boundaries.

(18)Qin,k + Qprod,k = Qout,k

(19)Q0,k =
xi,kṁ0

mn,k

(20)Qprod,k = Qn,k +
∑

j

Qs,j + Qa,j + Qw,j

(21)Qout,k =
1

4
nn,kvn,kAgTg ,nηc.

(22)Ploss = Pabs.

(23)Ploss =
∑

k ,p,x

eQ
xp
ekU

xp
ek +

∑

j

qjQi,j

(

2.5
kBTe

e
+�

)
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The floating sheath potential is found by assuming ambipolarity and equating the total 
ion current and the total electron current. The ion and electron currents at the radial wall 
cancel out, such that the sheath potential is found by Eq. 24.

where the electron current at the screen and at the back wall are given by [14]

Model of ICP

The discharge chamber is modeled as a system composed of the coil, discharge chamber 
walls, and plasma. The RF current flowing in the walls is negligible, so the power from the 
RF power generator is dissipated into the coil and the plasma. The model presented is taken 
from [15]. Neglecting the end effects of the electromagnetic field produced by the solenoid 
and assuming uniform electron density, the time-averaged quantities of current through 
the coil and power absorbed by the plasma are related to the input RF power by

Rcoil is theoretically determined by the resistivity of the coil material, the dimensions of 
the coil, and by accounting for the skin effect.

By applying Poynting’s theorem to the time-varying electromagnetic fields produced by 
the coil, the resistive component of the complex impedance of the system is found to be

where J0 and J1 are Bessel functions and where k = k0
√
εp , with k0 = ω/c . Because the 

electron density is uniform in the discharge chamber, the complex permittivity of the 
plasma is also uniform, and assuming negligible ion and neutral velocity compared to 
electron velocity and negligible inelastic momentum transfer, the plasma permittivity is 
given by

(24)Ia,e + Is,e =
∑

j

qjQa,j
+

∑

j

qjQs,j +
∑

j

qjQb,j
.

(25)Is,e =
1

4
nee

√

8kBTe

πme
exp

(

−
e�

kBTe

)

Ag (1− Tg )

(26)Ia,e =
1

4
nee

√

8kBTe

πme
exp

(

−
e�

kBTe

)

Aa.

(27)Icoil =

√

2PRF

(Rcoil + Rind)

(28)Pabs =
Rind

Rcoil + Rind
PRF .

(29)Rind =
2πN 2

Lωε0
Re

[

ikRJ1(kR)

εpJ0(kR)

]

(30)εp = 1−
ω2
pe

ω(ω − iυm)
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where the electron plasma frequency is given by

The time-averaged axial magnetic field, which is used to calculate the ion confinement 
factors, is given by the expression for an infinitely long coil,

Because of the aspect ratio of the coil in the proposed RIT described in Table 2, Eq. 32 
is appropriate for the analysis is this paper.

Performance model

Once the plasma parameters are calculated, the performance of the thruster is evaluated. 
Because there is no propellant limitation, the main performance parameters are the thrust 
and total input power.

Accounting for the inlet mass flow rate of air at the intake, the thrust produced by a mix-
ture of ions is given by

where the orbital velocity of the satellite at a given altitude is obtained assuming a cir-
cular orbit, and the thrust due to a certain ion is

From the conservation of energy and assuming the collected air is stagnated, the exhaust 
velocity for a given ion species in a gridded ion thruster is given by

where Vb +�+ kBTe
2e  is the net voltage through which an ion is accelerated. The mass 

flow rate of a given ion species is

Alternatively, for a given thrust and beam voltage, the solver of the plasma parameters 
can be constrained using Eq. 33, and the required RF power will be the additional output. 
The total input power for the thruster is defined as

(31)ωpe =

√

nee2

meε0
.

(32)B =
µ0NIcoil

L
.

(33)τ =
∑

j

τj − ṁ0v0

(34)τj = ṁi,jvi,j .

(35)vi,j =

√

√

√

√

2qj

(

Vb +�+ kBTe
2e

)

mi,j

(36)ṁi,j = Qb,jmi,j .

Table 2 Input parameters of air‑breathing RIT

L R N ω Rcoil Tg,n Tg ηc

25.4 cm 2.54 cm 3 13.56 MHz 0.2 � 0.62 0.85 0.6
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where it is noted that the power required for the neutralizer cathode is not included in 
this analysis.

Model implementation

The system of equations used for solving for the plasma parameters is Eqs. 8, 17, 18, 22, and 
24, where forms of Eqs. 8 and 18 are used for each ion and neutral, respectively. As previ-
ously noted, for a given thrust and beam voltage, Eq. 33 is added to the system of equations, 
and the total input power is the additional output.

The model of the RIT was used to analyze the performance and plasma composition of 
an air-breathing thruster using an RF ion source built in HPEPL. The thruster parameters 
assumed for the air-breathing RIT are shown in Table 2; the RF ion source in HPEPL had a 
measured coil resistance of around 0.2 � . It should be noted that the parameters for the ion 
optics are only for the model and do not represent calculated ion optics performance for an 
air-breathing RIT.

The model was implemented at altitudes between 80 and 150 km and at beam voltages 
of 1000 V, 1500 V, 2000 V, 2500 V, and 3000 V. All cases have the same mass flow rate 
range at the intake. The effect of solar activity was analyzed by assuming that the intake 
is designed for moderate solar activity and by considering what design mass flow rate is 
needed for the actual mass flow rate.

(37)Pin = PRF + IbVb

Fig. 6 Comparison of model and experimental data for RF power as a function of mass flow rate on constant 
beam current lines with an N2/O2 mixture. Uses experimental data from [8]
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Verification of model
The model of the RIT was compared with existing data of the RIT-10 EBBM thruster 
operating with an N2/O2 mixture and with just N2 or O2 propellant [8]. A beam plasma 
potential of 20 V was assumed to convert the N2/O2 mixture data from total power to RF 
power.

The results from the presented RIT model and the experimental data are shown in 
Figs. 6 and 7. At a beam current of 234 mA, the model captures the hyperbolic shape of 
the curve seen in the experimental data, but at the lower beam currents, the model does 
not capture the linear increase in RF power at the higher mass flow rates. Specifically, 
the model can approximately predict the mass flow rates at the inflection points of the 
curves and the mass flow rates to which the curves asymptote; it is important to note 
that the latter prediction indicates that the model can accurately predict the composition 
in the discharge chamber since the degree of dissociation determines the beam current 
for a discharge chamber with 100% mass utilization efficiency. At higher mass flow rates, 
the discrepancy between the model and the experimental data is approximately con-
stant across the different beam currents at around 50 W; the high mass flow regions have 
approximately constant predicted RF powers, so an approximately constant discrepancy 
in power is expected. Lastly, the model generally underpredicts the required RF power, 
which is to be expected since the model does not account for any operational energy 
losses present during the experiment, such as losses due to do impedance mismatches.

Results and discussion
The thruster’s performance and the discharge plasma composition are analyzed at vari-
ous VLEO altitudes using the framework in Analytical model section. The analysis shows 
how the performance and plasma composition vary with altitude, intake mass flow rate, 

Fig. 7 Comparison of model and experimental data for RF power as function of mass flow rate on constant 
beam current lines with N2 and O2 propellant. Uses experimental data from [8]
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and beam voltage. It was seen that the highest performance is achieved with a beam 
voltage between 2000 and 3000 V. Of the test cases, a beam voltage of 2500 V achieved 
the highest performance, so the results shown are all calculated with a beam voltage of 
2500 V.

Figure  8 exhibits the expected hyperbolic behavior of the required power at lower 
mass flow rates, which is a trend that corresponds to an increasing mass utilization effi-
ciency, but because of the inclusion of the intake drag in the net thrust, the required 
power increases linearly for higher mass flow rates.The performance curves presented 
are in terms of the mass flow rates, which include the ambient densities and intake area, 
and Fig.  4 shows that the inlet composition does not vary significantly in the altitude 
range considered. As a result, it was observed that the altitude has a negligible effect on 
the thruster’s performance; as expected, the higher orbital velocity produces more drag 
at lower altitudes, which slightly increases the required power for a given net thrust. This 
effect increases as the mass flow rate increases. Figure 8 shows that at 150 km, if con-
strained to 1  kW of total power, then the maximum amount of net thrust is approxi-
mately 3 mN. Although operating at a higher power than experiments performed by [8], 
the thrust is within the values achieved by [8] using a RIT-10 on an N2/O2 mixture. Also, 
with the grid spacing of the mass flow rate input values used, there is no variation in the 
optimal mass flow rate for different values of thrust, and the optimal value for the mass 
flow rate is 0.17 mg/s.

Because of the negligible change in the optimal mass flow rate in the constant thrust 
curves, to increase the thrust at a given altitude, more input power is needed, and the 
same intake should be used. Also, because the maximum net thrust for 1 kW of total 
input power is approximately 3 mN at all altitudes considered, the presented design of 
an air-breathing RIT is significantly more competitive at higher altitudes. Assuming a 

Fig. 8 Total power versus mass flow rate at constant thrust of 1.5 mN, 2 mN, 2.5 mN, 3 mN, and 3.5 mN. 
Results calculated at 150 km with moderate solar activity
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satellite with a drag coefficient of 2 and a 1  m2 frontal area and with a moderate level of 
solar activity, the 3 mN of thrust compensates for 2.85%, 0.266%, and 0.00027% of the 
drag at 150 km, 120 km, and 80 km, respectively. To achieve the target mass flow rate of 
0.17 mg/s assuming a moderate level of solar activity, circular orbits, and 100% collector 
efficiency at the intake, the required intake areas would be 126  cm2, 11.8  cm2, and 0.0119 
 cm2 at 150 km, 120 km, and 80 km, respectively. The low percentages of drag compensa-
tion suggest that the presented thruster is not well suited for complete drag compensa-
tion. Further analysis is needed to determine the suitability of the presented thruster for 
partial drag compensation; from Fig. 1, it is evident that a 1 kW thruster operating at 
0.17 mg/s cannot compensate for the drag of the reference satellite at 150 km. However, 
a larger RIT could operate efficiently at higher mass flow rates and thus compensate for 
a larger portion of the drag at a given jet power, so the size of the RIT should be a focus 
of future studies. It should also be noted that a satellite should ideally be almost entirely 
behind the intake to maximize the drag compensation, but the required intake areas are 
all more than fifty times smaller than the frontal area of the reference satellite. If a sat-
ellite frontal area of 200  cm2 is chosen, such that the required intake area at 150 km is 
around 39% of the total frontal area, then the 3 mN of net thrust would compensate for 
142.5% of the drag on the satellite at 150 km. The previous suggestion of using a larger 
RIT would also increase the percentage of the required intake area among the total fron-
tal area, but further investigation is required the determine the optimal flow rates for 
larger RIT’s.

Although Fig. 8 does not account for the space-charge limit, the results provide valu-
able insight into the air-breathing RIT’s required grid spacing. First, it is necessary to 
consider the thrust from the ion beam instead of the net thrust. Considering the optimal 
operating condition of 0.17 mg/s mass flow rate at the intake and assuming a circular 

Fig. 9 Total power versus design mass flow rate at constant thrust of 3 mN with varying level of solar activity. 
Results calculated at 150 km
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orbit, the drag on the intake is approximately 1.3 mN at all altitudes between 80 and 
150 km. The corresponding ion thrust when maximizing the net thrust at 1 kW of total 
power is then 4.3 mN. At a given total acceleration voltage, the required grid spacing to 
achieve 4.3 mN of space-charge limited thrust could then be calculated.

Figure  9 shows the total input power required to maintain 3 mN of thrust as a 
function of the required design mass flow rate. When the intake is designed for the 
optimal mass flow rate at a moderate solar activity, the power requirement for 3 mN 
of net thrust at low or high levels of solar activity is less than 1% larger than that 
at moderate solar activity. If the same curves were plotted against the actual mass 
flow rate at the intake rather than the mass flow rate of the design intake that would 
result in the actual mass flow rate at the corresponding level of solar activity, then the 
curves would overlap almost exactly with a negligible difference. This was also the 
case at 100 km, which has more composition variation than 150 km, as seen in Fig. 4. 
The effect of solar activity on the thruster’s performance is almost entirely from the 
change in density and not from the change in composition. This finding is consist-
ent with the atmosphere’s composition shown in Figs.  4 and 10, since in Fig.  4, the 
mole fractions only change by at most 0.05 with solar activity, while the design mass 
flow rate is proportional to density, which can vary by 20% with solar activity, as seen 
in Fig. 10. As a result, solar activity has a larger impact on thruster performance at 
higher altitudes.

During in-flight operation, the ambient density will also vary as the spacecraft’s 
altitude decreases during shadow phases and increases when making up for the lost 
altitude. For a fixed intake area, this will result in a variation in the mass flow rate 
greater than that seen with a change in the level of solar activity. For example, for a 
target altitude of 150 km with an intake designed for a mass flow rate of 0.17 mg/s 

Fig. 10 Air density as a function of altitude with varying level of solar activity
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at 150 km, the mass flow rate would increase to around 27 mg/s at 140 km and the 
required power for 3 mN of the thrust would increase by 3.5%. From Fig.  10, the 
change in mass flow rate due to a change in altitude would be more pronounced at 
lower altitudes within the range of 80 to 150 km.

In Fig.  11, the discharge efficiency decreases as the mass utilization efficiency 
increases in the range of mass flow rates considered. At 3 mN, the mass utilization 
efficiency at the optimal mass flow rate was approximately 0.15, while the corre-
sponding discharge efficiency was approximately 870 eV/ion. The presented thruster 
is shown to be very inefficient, which indicates that the drag compensation capability 
of the thruster could improve significantly if the efficiencies are addressed. Design 
analysis of the plasma generation and the ion optics would be required to determine 
the possible improvement in the mass utilization and discharge efficiencies and how 
the thruster’s drag compensation capability could improve.

It is suggested that the number of turns in the coil be increased to increase the axial 
magnetic field, as this would increase the ion confinement at a given RF power, which 
would subsequently increase the beam current and improve the discharge efficiency. 
In the design of the ion optics, it is recommended to achieve a higher ratio of the ion 
grid transparency to the neutral grid transparency, as this would increase the mass 
utilization efficiency.

The trend in Fig. 11 can be explained by noting how the influence of the intake mass 
flow rate affects the power balance and the mass utilization efficiency. From Eq. 18, it 
can be seen that for an increased intake mass flow rate, the neutral density in the dis-
charge chamber must increase. Evaluating Eqs. 28, 29 and 30 shows that the RF power 
coupling increases at a slower rate than the neutral density. From Eq. 23 and noting that 
the floating sheath potential and the collision rates increase with electron temperature, 

Fig. 11 Discharge efficiency versus mass utilization efficiency at constant thrust of 2.5 mN, 3 mN, and 3.5 
mN. Results calculated at 150 km with moderate solar activity
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as the power coupling increases slower than the neutral density, the electron tempera-
ture decreases to make up for the difference in energy. As the electron temperature 
decreases, the ionization fraction decreases, such that ne/nn decreases. The decrease in 
Te and ne/nn decreases the mass utilization efficiency while also increasing the domi-
nance of the excitation loss and ionization cost in Eq. 23; the increase in nn/ne then out-
weighs the decrease in Te in Eq. 23, such that the discharge efficiency increases as the 
mass utilization decreases.

Over the range of mass flow rates modeled and for a net thrust of 3 mN, Fig. 12 shows 
that the electron density is between 1017 and 3× 1017m−3 and that the neutral density is 
between 7× 1018 and 8× 1019m−3 . It was observed that the change in neutral and elec-
tron density with altitude or solar activity was negligible. It is also seen that at low mass 
flow rates, the neutral density decreases faster than the electron density. The explana-
tion for this trend follows the same reasoning as the analysis of Fig. 11. At low mass flow 
rates, the ionization fraction increases due to the decrease in the neutral density. The 
resultant increase in the ionization rates depletes the neutrals while increasing the elec-
tron density, and this effect is enhanced as the electron temperature keeps increasing at 
low mass flow rates.

In Fig.  13, the ion mole fractions are seen to follow a hyperbolic trend; this occurs 
because as the mass flow rate increases, there is a decrease in the electron temperature, 
which decreases the ionization fraction. At the low mass flow rates, the electron tem-
perature is about 13 eV, while at the highest mass flow rates, the electron temperature 
was found to be around 6 eV. As an example of how this decrease in electron tempera-
ture affects the ionization rates, the ionization rate of N2 shown in Fig. 5 decreases from 
1.6× 10−14m3/s to 2.2× 10−15m3/s at 13 eV to 6 eV. At the lowest mass flow rate, the 

Fig. 12 Neutral and electron number densities versus mass flow rate at constant thrust of 3 mN. Results 
calculated at 150 km
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Fig. 13 Mole fractions of singly‑charged ions versus mass flow rate at constant thrust of 3 mN. Results 
calculated at 150 km and 80 km

Fig. 14 Mole fractions of neutrals versus mass flow rate at constant thrust of 3 mN. Results calculated at 
150 km and 80 km
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total ionization fraction is around 1%, while at the optimal mass flow rate of 0.17 mg/s, 
the ionization fraction is around 0.5%.

The atomic ions have a higher density than their molecular counterparts, while at 
lower altitudes, N+

2  and O+ have similar densities. The fraction of oxygen ions that are 
molecules is smaller than that of nitrogen since at the range of electron temperatures 
considered, the dissociation rate of O2 is 2-5 times larger than the ionization rate of 
O2 , while the dissociation and ionization rates of N2 are much closer to each other. The 
trends with a change in altitude are directly related to the change in composition shown 
in Fig. 4. The doubly-charged ions were found to have mole fractions two orders of mag-
nitude less than the singly-charged ions; this is consistent with the small ionization frac-
tion and the ionization rate of ions being an order of magnitude smaller than that of 
neutrals.

Similarly, in Fig. 14, the neutral atoms have a higher density than the neutral mol-
ecules, but the neutral mole fractions do not vary significantly with mass flow rate. 
The higher density of neutral atoms compared to that of neutral molecules agrees 
with the fact that neutral molecules are depleted due to both dissociation and ioni-
zation, while neutral atoms are only significantly depleted due to ionization. In the 
mass flow rate range considered, the neutral mole fractions of N2 , O2 , N  , and O vary 
by approximately 0.03, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.02, respectively. The small change of the neu-
tral mole fractions with mass flow rate occurs because the ratios of the dissociation 
rates to the ionization rates do not vary significantly in the resultant range of electron 
temperatures.

Regarding Figs. 13 and 14, the composition was also seen to vary with solar activity, 
but the variation in mole fractions was more pronounced with changes in altitude. 
This agrees with the change in the composition being more significant with a change 
in altitude than a change in solar activity. The large presence of N+ and O+ in the 
discharge chamber disagrees with [6], which suggested that N+

2  and O+
2  should be the 

most prominent ions in the discharge chamber. The significant presence of atomic 
oxygen in the discharge chamber indicates that thruster erosion needs to be exam-
ined in further studies. For a RIT, grid erosion is of primary concern, so it should be a 
focus in future studies of the presented thruster.

Conclusion
The validated composition and performance model presented in this paper can be used 
to predict the drag-compensation capability and discharge plasma composition of an 
air-breathing RIT. It should be noted that the presented model is applicable to altitudes 
higher than 150 km, but the scope of this article is limited to between 80 and 150 km, 
even though there are still challenges related to satellite operation at these low alti-
tudes. It is concluded that the presented thruster is not capable of full drag compensa-
tion between 80 and 150 km due to the maximum net thrust of 3 mN at 1 kW of total 
input power. However, because the efficiencies at the optimal conditions are poor, it 
was suggested that a design analysis could improve drag compensation capabilities of 
the thruster. Specifically, it was suggested to increase the number of turns in the coil 
to increase the magnetic field and the beam current, as this would improve the thrust, 
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discharge efficiency, and mass utilization efficiency. It was also suggested to increase 
the size of the RIT to allow for efficient operation at larger mass flow rates. To further 
improve the drag compensation capability of the thruster, it is recommended to investi-
gate the performance at an increased power. At the optimal conditions at 1 kW of total 
input power, the effect of solar activity only increased the required power by less than 
1%; this indicates that the effects of solar activity should not be a focus of ABEP stud-
ies between 80 and 150 km. The high mole fractions of N  , O , N+ , and O+ indicate that 
electron impact dissociation collisions are significant in the discharge chamber. Con-
sequently, electron impact dissociation should be included in air-breathing models of 
all gridded ion thrusters, and the dominant presence of monatomic ions and atomic 
nitrogen and oxygen should be considered in experiments of any gridded ion thruster 
operating on an N2/O2 mixture. Although the presented thruster is predicted to only 
compensate for 2.85% of the drag on the reference satellite at 150 km, it is believed that 
an air-breathing RIT with a stronger magnetic field and a larger discharge chamber 
would provide significantly more drag compensation in VLEO, but the high presence of 
atomic oxygen in the discharge chamber emphasizes the need for a grid erosion study in 
order for an air-breathing RIT to be considered feasible.

Nomenclature
Aa Back wall area
Ag Grid area
Aw Radial wall area
B Magnetic field strength
e elementary charge
E Electric field
fc,j Confinement factor of the jth ion
Icoil Time-averaged current through the coil
k Wavenumber
kB Boltzmann constant
K  Collision rate
ṁn Mass flow rate of inlet gas
mn Average mass of an air molecule at the inlet
ṁ0 Mass flow rate at the intake
ne Electron number density
ni,j Number density of jth ion
nn,k Number density of  kth neutral
Pabs Power absorbed by the discharge plasma
Ploss Power exiting the discharge chamber
qj Charge of jth ion
Q Particle flux or particle production rate
R Discharge chamber radius
Rcoil Coil resistance
Te Electron temperature (K)
Tg Ion grid transparency
Tg ,n Neutral grid transparency
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U
xp
ek  Threshold potential of the corresponding inelastic process

vB,j Bohm velocity of the jth ion
ve Electron velocity
vn,k Thermal velocity of  kth neutral
x,i,k Mole fraction of  kth neutral at thruster inlet
ε0 Vacuum permittivity
ln�j Coulomb logarithm
µ0 Vacuum permeability
µe Electron mobility
ηc Clausing factor
νm Electron elastic momentum transfer collision frequency
σ Collision cross-section
� Floating sheath potential
ω Driving frequency

Appendix
Following Goebel’s derivation of the confinement factor in [14] and accounting for multiple 
ion species:

The electron velocity can be substituted using ambipolar flow, such that

Because ambipolar flow is assumed, the inelastic collision rates are neglected near the 
radial wall edge. Combining Eqs. A-1 and A-2,

where ∇n/n is approximated as 1/R . It is necessary to relate the velocities of the differ-
ent ions in order to solve for the velocity of each ion species. From ion conservation of a 
given species, the ion loss at the radial wall is given by

The ion loss at the radial wall for a given species is also given by

such that for two ion species, their velocities are related by
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(A-4)Qw,j = Qp,j − Qs,j − Qb,j − Qa,j ≡ Qnet,j .

(A-5)Qw,j = ni,jvi,jAw
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Substituting Eq. A-6 into Eq. A-3,

For vi,j to equal vB,j in the limit of no magnetic field and negligible collisions, it can be seen 
that at the plasma-edge region for a specific ion, the transverse electric field must have a 
maximum of

Substituting Eq. A-8 into Eq. A-7 and letting Aj,1 =
∑

k
ni,kqkαjk

nee
 and Aj,2 =

∑

k

υel
ei,kαjk

υm
 , 

Eq. A-7 can be rearranged into

The velocity at the plasma edge for a specific ion is then
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